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Articles quiz with answers pdf

General knowledgeEntertainmentSport &amp; Recreation+ General knowledge GeographyHistorySciences We are committed to creating and delivering free, high-quality English learning resources. 10 Questions | Total Attempts: 50199 Sentence Preposition Figurative Language Carl lives alone in ___ one-bedroom apartment. The test results will be available in approximately ___ hours. ___ old friend of mine helped me paint the
house. Are you going to ___ movies this weekend? I'm driving now, but I'll call you back when I get to work. Do you watch ___ TV often? No, just my favorite cartoons. ___ TV in the living room has no cable connection. Jane owns two pets, a dog and a cat. I don't like ___ cat very much, but ___ dog is cute. We're running out of water. I just finished the last bottle. You drink this water safely. We have ___ best water in the country.
Choose between one, one, it and no article and click on the question tag (?) next to it. If your answer is correct, you'll see a smilie. If it's wrong, a red cross (X) appears and you should try it as often as there's only one answer left. Click the arrow to move to the next question. You get a score that is expressed as a percentage. He met _____ George last night. a an it no article John sells _____ bikes every day. a an it no article Do you
want _____ spaghetti today? a an it's no article It was _____ hottest day ever! a a it no article a it does not put article I _____ unopened letters there. a a it's not an article _____ clock slow, or is it me? a an it no article Do you want _____ apricot? a an it's not an article We were moved by _____ kindness that he showed. a an the no article I got _____ nice gift yesterday. a an it no article We have booked _____ taxi for you. a it does
not believe in _____ justice for all? a an it no article Do you want _____ nonsense out? a an it no article What about _____ beef for dinner? a an it is not an article _____ milk semi-skimmed or skimmed? a an it's not an article It seems that _____ cell phones are getting bigger rather than smaller. a an it no article Do you find _____ omelette? a an it does not have article _____ power to come back on yet? a an the no article I didn't
know that _____ dictionary belonged to you. a an it no article Have you eaten _____ chocolate from grandma? a an the no article Both of us took _____ umbrella just in case. a an it no article We will ask her for _____ information tomorrow. a an it no article There were _____ toys everywhere! a an it's not article It's so important that you tell me _____ truth about them. a an it's not an article These are _____ channels that I view most
often. a an it's not an article He lived on _____ Porter Road when I knew him. a an article Surprisingly, unemployment _____ had fallen again. a an the no article that I have _____ new kettle, because it is broken. a an it no article you me all _____ empty coffee cups, please? a a it's not an article You're _____ first I really loved it. a an it no article We will be angry if he gets _____ infection. a an it no article Be careful! It is made of
_____ glass. a an it no article How essential is _____ quality for you? a a it does not include an article You must replace _____ printer paper. a an it no article We start to develop _____ teeth when only a few months old. a an it no article Found them _____ pen in the drawer. a an the no article I don't like _____ peanut butter. a an article He was happy with _____ poetry he had written. a a the no article I told them about _____
Amanda. a an it's not an article Our swimwear was dry, but _____ kids weren't. a no article Choose A, AN, DE or (/) for no article for each blank below, click on the Check button to check your answers. Learn English at Englishpage.com! CHECK ANSWERS (Your answers appear in a new window) Back to the list of exercises CHECK ANSWERS (Your answers appear in a new window) Back to the list of exercises Articles Questions
and AnswerS DIRECTIONS: Fill in the blanks with the correct articles. 1. New York is ----- large city of A. a. a B. a C. D. No. Today you ----- reception A.a B. and C. de D. no. ----- Oranges are grown in Nagpur A. a B. a C. de D. No. She wants ----- engineer A. a. a B. and C. de D. no. ----- lion is a ferocious animal A. a B. a C. the D. no article Subject: Articles | Level: Beginner Instructions: Choose the right article to complete the
sentence instructions: Choose the correct article to complete the sentence Click here for the answer sheet Note: When this page is printed, this page is formatted correctly for use as a handout. Copyright © UsingEnglish.com Ltd. - All rights reserved This quiz and the printable worksheet can be used by students and teachers without any fee in the classroom; however, you must keep all copyright information and references to
UsingEnglish.com in place. View the original online at:
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